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A message from the President...
Well, we've bid farewell to 2020, and have modest hopes for 2021. Healthcare
workers and nursing home patients are being vaccinated, with 75 year and older citizens to begin receiving the vaccine soon.
OFFICERS
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Your Society hasn't been bold enough to begin planning any events. The Trustees continue their monthly meetings via Zoom. Until normalcy returns, we'll
continue to publish newsletters every few months. We trust you find these interesting and informative. Ken Major returns in this newsletter with more of his
gems.
Looking forward, the 250th birthday of our country is only 5 years away.
We've had some wonderful suggestions on how to commemorate this singular
event. In addition, we're progressing, albeit slowly, on our farm project. We've
added some fabulous postcards to our collection: some decades old, and a few
even a century old. Hard to believe! So, even with this pandemic, some things
move forward.
However, we miss seeing you on a somewhat predictable schedule-at our tag/
bake sale, or a speaker’s forum, or another special event- such as celebrating
Minnie Griswold's home.

TRUSTEES
Membership Renewal Reminder: Please send in your annual membership
($10 single), ($15 family) to help support all our activities and
mission to preserve Pawlet history. Thank you!

Ken Major: “A Brief History of the Vermont Militia” p. 2
Ken Major: “When Oxen Worked the Land” p.4
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So, stay healthy, get your vaccine when it's your turn, and let's all look forward
to the day when Covid is just an unpleasant memory. Also, thank you for your
membership, it helps fund this newsletter.
Barry Meinerth

Annual Membership Reminder
Many members have yet to send in their dues! If this includes YOU,
please do so now in order to continue receiving the newsletter.
$10 individual $15 family
Pawlett Historical Society PO Box 113 Pawlet, VT 05761
Thank You.
Judy Coolidge, Membership Chair
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A Brief History of the Vermont Militia
By Ken Major

Oxen from page 4

I metal detected this object in Pawlet in 2018: it is a Vermont Militia jacket button dating to the late 1820s. I’ve
wanted to write about it ever since, but in retrospect my
procrastination seems opportune…I can’t imagine a
more important moment than this to get to share what
I’ve learned about what we now call the Vermont National Guard.
As I write this, 25,000 National Guard members from
dozens of states are present in Washington DC, including 100 from Vermont.i They have been mobilized to
prevent violence that would threaten the fairly elected
46th President of the United States of America from being sworn in, a process that has defined our country’s
commitment to shared power ever since John Adams
(sullenly) left the District of Columbia in the pre-dawn
hours of the day Jefferson took his oath as president in
1801. National Guard members are being called upon to
protect state capitols during this period of transition and
have also been a crucial part of the logistical responses
to COVID-19 over the last year, including setting up
capacity for treatment and testing,ii and now administering vaccines in at least 16 states.iii These vital roles at a
crucial time in American life are among many contributions to domestic stability and humanitarian aid made by
state militias since their beginnings.
In recent decades the word “militia” has been more likely to conjure up strong sentiments (this might now be a
terrible understatement; the corrupted use of this term by
members and supporters of the failed insurrection of
01/06/21 may have demeaned this word in perpetuity).
But the concept of a militia is critical to the Constitution
and the intentions of its more anti-federalist framers,
who maintained in the Bill of Rights that a “wellregulated” militiaiv was central to balancing the competing interests of a federal government with those of the
individual states. In short, state militias were a backstop
against tyranny. Militias were regulated by states until
called upon federally, which under the Constitution reserves the ability to call upon the militia “to execute the
Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections, and repel
Invasions.”v
References to a militia are in Vermont’s Constitution,
and the first militia statute dates to 1778, long before
Vermont became a state. At that time, all men aged 16 to
50 were required to be enrolled, unless exempted. State
and federal acts altered the structure, composition, and
use of the Vermont and other state militias repeatedly in
the decades following.vi Several interesting turns, including showdowns between elected members of the
Vermont government and its militia, occurred as well.vii
From 1779 to 1844, enrollment in the Vermont militia
was automatic and universal. In the relative calm between the War of 1812 and Civil War, state militias
struggled increasingly with absenteeism and expansion

Vermont Militia Artillery uniform button, 1826 –
excavated in Pawlet, 2018. Returned to landowner.

of exemptions, eventually leading states to abandon
conscription in favor of voluntary membership.
Since 1844 in Vermont, the militia has been an allvolunteer force carrying out a dual state/federal
mission, with members present in all national conflicts as well as many humanitarian relief and security mobilizations in response to natural disasters
and other threats to the life and property of those at
home. State militias became universaly known as
the “National Guard” by an act of congress in
1916.viii
So why write about the National Guard at this moment, knowing full well that something like a third
of Americans may regard this election as fraudulent
(by extension setting up what appears to be the
most widespread test of the adage ‘One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter’ in 160
years)? I’m personally hopeful that we might, as
communities, states, and as a nation, find ways to
bridge the seemingly irreparable rift in worldview
found in today’s politics. At this crossroads in history, the National Guard has given us a profound,
visible example of a group of citizens that is preserving legitimate social order in a constitutional
manner while also helping change the course of a
pandemic. In witnessing the present role of the National Guard and learning more about its history
through the militia button I found in Pawlet, I can’t
Cont. on page 3

Tell Us Your Story- Covid and You
We have heard from a few members who have shared about how their lives have
changed during the pandemic. Thank you!
It put a stop to our oral history farm project as well as sending us to zoom for our meetings. In an effort to document this time for future generations we encourage others to
participate via email for a future edition of the newsletter. It might be fun to write a poem! Feel free to contact us at:
judycool049@vermontel.net or
sarahrath18@gmail.com
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Vermont Militia from page 2

help but wonder what might happen if more of
us found similar paths towards civic engagement in the years to come. Let us hope that our
efforts and institutions continue to be strong
enough to resist the individuals and ideas that
could break our deeply imperfect and terribly
fragile, but at times magnificent, experiment in
liberty.
i
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About the author:
Ken Major is a clinical psychologist who
has served Veterans and active duty
Guard members since 2003. In his spare
time he enjoys a variety of hobbies, including learning about history and occasional metal detecting, He and his family
have called Pawlet home since 2011.

Curator’s Corner

- -by Ken Major- -

The work is never done for the cataloguing folks at
the North Pawlet School. When one pile disappears
another arrives. In socially distanced masked groups
of two or three they make their way through the
dreaded “Found in Collection” pieces which they
know nothing about and have to make educated
guesses. They have to store the gifts appropriately in
boxes and file cabinets. Recently while Judy Coolidge was researching and cataloguing 20 enlarged,
framed photographs, she asked where and how will
we store these? An idea was born to ask a volunteer
to build a rolling, partitioned cabinet for use at the
Chriss Monroe Chapel. Rose Smith offered to make
a technical drawing of it. They brainstormed the design, Judy asked Mike Mach to build it and now there
is a safe home for these items plus room for a few
more! We were overjoyed with the finished product.
Many thanks to Mike for his time and talent!
Sarah Rath

Farm Project Update

We are pleased to welcome Ashley Maynes to the PHS
Farm Project . Ashley has been researching and gathering
Pawlet farm related articles and documenting recent trials
with growing hemp in our town. She blends this into her
busy schedule of studies at UVM.
In other Farm Project news we are currently working to
transcribe the oral history interviews we have done so far.
We plan to have them available online for the public in
the future. We have many interviews yet to do so don’t
worry if you think we have forgotten you! Covid 19 has
slowed our progress!
Sarah Rath

Visit us on the web at:
pawletthistoricalsociety.org/
and
Like Us on Facebook:
Pawlett Historical Society
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